
LEARNING SELF-CONTROL∗

S. NAGEEB ALI

This article examines how a decision maker who is only partially aware of
his temptations learns about them over time. In facing temptations, individuals
use their experience to forecast future self-control problems and choose the
appropriate level of commitment. I demonstrate that rational learning can be
perpetually partial and need not result in full sophistication. The main result
of this article characterizes necessary and sufficient conditions for learning to
converge to full sophistication. I apply this result to a consumption-savings
environment in which a decision maker is tempted by present bias and establish
a learning-theoretic justification for assuming sophistication in this setting.
JEL Codes: D03, D83.

“An individual who finds himself continuously repudiating his past plans may
learn to distrust his future behavior, and may do something about it.”

— Strotz (1955)

I. INTRODUCTION

Questions of temptation and self-control are at the forefront
of psychology and economics. When studying self-control, a mod-
eler must decide just how much individuals can be assumed to
know about their temptations because different assumptions of
self-awareness translateintodifferent behavioral predictions. The
assumption most commonly made, referred to as sophistication,
is that the decision maker perfectly anticipates future self-control
problems. Yet sophistication is often seen as an inaccurate model
of a decision maker’s awareness, especially when the decision
maker may lack experience. An alternative assumption is that of
naivete, whereby a decision maker anticipates having perfect self-
control in the future. Bridging the gapbetween these twoextreme
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858 QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS

assumptions, O’Donoghue and Rabin (2001) propose a framework
ofpartial naiveteinwhichadecisionmakerwith (β, δ)preferences
assigns probability 1 to a particular level of present bias (β̂) less
than his true present bias (β̂ > β).

With few exceptions, most models of imperfect self-control
make one of the above assumptions. That derived behavior is sen-
sitive to the specification of beliefs has been widely recognized,
including by those that first modeled self-control (Strotz 1955;
Pollak 1968). Nevertheless, the practice has been to treat a
decision maker’s belief about his self-control as exogenous and
model choice given that exogenous belief. While this practice
makes analysis tractable, it raises two conceptual issues. First,
in models of partial sophistication, a decision maker’s beliefs may
be incompatible with what is observed over time, and soancillary
assumptions are necessary for analysis.1 Second, given the many
different awareness assumptions that could be made, it has been
difficult toassess whichassumptionis appropriatefora particular
environment and why. Fudenberg (2006), in his recent discussion
of behavioral economics, voices this concern:

I think that behavioral economics would be well served by concerted

attempts toprovide learning-theoretic(or any other) foundations for its equi-

librium concepts. At the least, this process might provide a better under-

standing of when the currently used concepts apply.

This article proposes a simple framework to address these
concerns. In this approach, beliefs and choices are derived en-
dogenously and jointly evolve based on the decision maker’s ex-
perience. Endogenizing beliefs in this way allows one to pose and
answer the question of whether and when sophistication closely
approximates thedecisionmaker’s self-awareness oncehehas had
many opportunities to learn. Although one may be tempted to
concludethat Bayesianlearningshouldalways engendersophisti-
cation, I demonstratethat tradeoffs betweencommitment andflex-
ibility inherent in self-control environments may actually impede
learning. The main result of this article is tooffer a necessary and

1. For example, a partially naive decision maker might see behavior that con-
tradicts his view of the world in each and every period. The literature typically
addresses this issue by assuming that his beliefs are not revised, which implicitly
assumes that he receives no feedback about payoffs or the past history.
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LEARNING SELF-CONTROL 859

sufficient condition—across self-control environments—under
which learning is not impeded and inexorably leads to sophisti-
cation; this condition can be checked in applications to assess the
appropriateness of assuming sophistication.

As themainapplicationofthis approach, I analyzeastandard
consumption-savings environment in which a decision maker is
tempted by immediate consumption and purchases illiquid assets
to commit toward future consumption. This setting has been the
focus of many papers in the quasi-hyperbolic literature (e.g.,
Laibson 1997; Barro 1999), almost all of which assume sophisti-
cation. I demonstrate that this canonical setting satisfies the con-
dition for adequate learning: thus, a decision maker who learns
about his tendency to overconsume from his past choices even-
tually chooses commitment as if he could perfectly forecast his
temptationtooverconsume. This result thereforeoffers alearning-
theoretic foundation for sophistication in consumption and
savings decisions.

The general framework that I develop builds on the Planner–
Doer approach to self-control: decisions are made by a single
long-run Planner with dynamically consistent preferences and a
myopic Doer. Prior research using such models, particularly
FudenbergandLevine(2006), has demonstratedthat suchmodels
offer analytically simple and tractable frameworks tounderstand
self-control in a variety of settings,2 and this article illustrates
how this approach is useful for studying questions of self-
awareness. The Planner represents the forward-looking rational
individual who chooses how much to commit by investing in illiq-
uid assets, signing contracts, making promises that are costly to
betray, and so on. In contrast, the Doer represents the instinc-
tive response of the individual who makes the daily choices and
is presented with stimuli, situations, and commitments; the Doer
is best thought of as a short-run player or behavioral type. The
Planner is uncertain about the extent to which the Doer resists
temptation and uses the Doer’s behavior to learn over time.

Tofix ideas, I describe the example studiedin Section II: sup-
pose that an individual faces a consumption choice between fish

2. Thaler and Shefrin (1981) were the first to propose a dual-self approach
to imperfect self-control. The recent literature also includes Benabou and Pycia
(2002), Benhabib and Bisin (2005), Bernheim and Rangel (2004), Brocas and
Carrillo (2008), Chatterjee and Krishna (2009), Dekel and Lipman (2010), and
Loewenstein and O’Donoghue (2007).
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and steak in each period. In the beginning of the period, the Plan-
ner makes a reservation at either a restaurant that serves only
fish or one that serves both fish and steak. The payoff from eating
fish is constant over time andacross the tworestaurants, but that
from eating steak depends on an i.i.d. taste shock that is realized
after the Planner selects the menu. Eating fish is ex ante optimal
given its long-term health benefits, but there are contingencies
in which steak may be preferred. As in Kreps (1979), the Plan-
ner strictly prefers the flexibility associated with the larger menu
were self-control not an issue; however, once at the restaurant,
the Doer chooses what to eat (if there is a choice to make). The
Doer’s preferences are partially aligned with that of the Planner,
and partially reflect a temptation to eat steak in contingencies in
which the Planner prefers fish. The Planner is uncertain about
the strength of this temptation and would benefit from knowing
it because that helps him plan. Were the Planner to know that in
the restaurant, temptation is resisted, he may strictly prefer the
larger menu for the sake of flexibility. In contrast, if he believes
that the Doer would too easily succumb to the temptation to eat
steak, thePlannermayfindit exanteoptimal toselect thesmaller
menu, which offers commitment value.

Learningabout one’s self-control involves costlyexperimenta-
tion (and, in this case, a two-armed bandit): the Planner observes
the Doer’s self-control only when the Planner chooses the larger
menu and exposes himself to temptation. Accordingly, once the
Planner becomes sufficiently pessimistic about the Doer’s type,
he chooses the smaller menu because the value of flexibility and
learning no longer outweigh the expected cost of the Doer suc-
cumbing totemptation. Notably, the Planner may make this deci-
sion with positive probability even when the Doer is a “good type”
who resists temptation. Despite the infinite possibilities to learn,
the Planner may decide it not worthwhile to do so and therefore
make forever inferior commitment choices.

The direction of the skewness in these beliefs merits discus-
sion. ThePlannercannot perpetuallyoverestimatetheDoer’s self-
control and undercommit relative to how he would choose in the
full information benchmark. To see why, notice that any belief
that rationalizes flexibility will allow the Planner to continue to
passively learn and therefore update his beliefs. Thus, if the Doer
is unable to resist temptation, the Planner almost-surely learns
this over time, and eventually he makes the same commitment
choice that he would in the full information benchmark.
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On the other hand, the Planner may perpetually underesti-
mate the Doer’s self-control even if he began with an overopti-
misticprior: once the Planner has observed the Doer choose steak
toooften, flexibility appears costly, andsoa Plannerwill choose to
actively learn as long as the future value of learning outweighs its
cost. If the Planner is not perfectly patient, he is willing tounder-
take a finite number of trials, after which he might commit to the
singleton menu and never revise his belief thereafter. Thus, par-
tial awareness and learning can endogenously lead to perpetual
overregulation, whereby individuals choose rigid commitments or
lifestyles that theywouldnot weretheymoreself-aware. This pos-
sibility resonates with the perspective that obsessions, compul-
sions, and rigidity emerge from erroneous beliefs that one lacks
control otherwise (Baumeister, Heatherton, and Tice 1994).3

A feature of the setting described above is that the Planner
chooses betweenfull flexibilityorfull commitment but has noabil-
ity to partially commit. In contrast, many settings feature par-
tial commitments that retain some flexibility for the decision
maker while offering a measure of commitment. For example, in a
savings environment, an individual can purchase illiquid assets
to ensure some minimal savings without relinquishing flexibil-
ity altogether. Contractual mechanisms, such as recent innova-
tions like stickK.com,4 can penalize certain choices and provide
incentives to counteract temptation while retaining some flexi-
bility. Social mechanisms—through promises, shame, and peer
groups—also provide partial commitment insofar as they change
the benefits and costs of particular actions but are not completely
binding. Apart fromexternal commitments, a decisionmakermay
alsorely on internal commitments, such as costly self-control (Gul
and Pesendorfer 2001; Fudenberg and Levine 2006), which influ-
ence the choice from a menu without relinquishing flexibility al-
together. To capture possibilities for partial commitment, I allow
the Planner toaffect the Doer’s choice through menus and nudges
that restrict and influence the Doer’s choice. The framework here
demonstrates that these partial commitments play an important
role in the decision maker’s long-run behavior and beliefs.

3. A complementary channel for overregulation is explored by Benabou and
Tirole (2004), who study a self-signaling mechanism in which temptation is miti-
gated by the adverse reputation effect it induces in future incarnations.

4. StickK.com is designed to “help people achieve their goals and objec-
tives by enabling them to form Commitment Contracts.” (http://www.stickk.
com/about.php).
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The main result of this article identifies when partial com-
mitments induce efficient learning regardless of the Planner’s pa-
tience. I identify a condition, full commitment distinguishability
(FCD), that is sufficient for learning to engender sophistication
and may also be necessary. FCD is a condition on how fully in-
formed Planners behave and relates to the richness of the set of
partial commitments. The necessity and sufficiency of FCD offers
a simplecriteriontounderstandwhether learningleads tosophis-
tication in applications: instead of solving a more intricate model
in which the Planner is uncertain and updates beliefs over time,
a modeler needs to solve only the full information model in which
the Planner knows the Doer’s type and check whether that sat-
isfies FCD. Using this characterization, I study two applications
that have been examined in prior work assuming sophistication:
consumption-savings with illiquid assets and a costly self-control
environment. Within these settings, I illustrate how to check the
validity of FCD and derive its implications for learning.

The results herein underscore the insights that emerge from
deriving the decision maker’s perception of his temptations from
his environment. In contrast to prior research that divorces a
decisionmaker’s self-awareness fromthefundamentals of theset-
ting, whetherincorrect beliefs persist is determinedendogenously
within this framework. Based on these results, one may expect
that in those settings in which an individual has access to a wide
range of partial commitments, he may knowmore about his temp-
tations than in settings in which partial commitments are inef-
fectual or lacking.5 From a normative perspective, the role that
partial commitments playinlearninghas newimplications forthe
design of commitment and suggests when interventions enhance
learning. Endogenizing beliefs also makes it possible to connect
a decision maker’s perceptions of his temptation to other aspects
of his preference; for example, in Section III.D., I highlight how
patience fosters learning and sophistication.

Some readers may be troubled by the disappearance of
overoptimism at the limits of Bayesian learning. Although I use
the approach developed here to study asymptotic behavior, the
framework is sufficiently flexible and tractable to model a

5. Just as the nature andseverity of an individual’s temptations varies across
decisionproblems, it is likelythat his perceptionandawareness of his temptations
also differs across these settings. Thus someone could be sophisticated about his
tendency to procrastinate and yet still have erroneous beliefs about the extent to
which he may become addicted to particular substances.
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decision maker’s initial response, and these initial responses may
reflect initial optimism. Indeed, therearenumerous reasons tobe-
lieve that decision makers may begin with optimistic priors and
learn slowly,6 and so findings in the field are consistent with the
short-run behavior predicted by this theory. Moreover, when a
decision maker makes choices in an environment in which he has
had little prior experience, he has to simultaneously learn about
howtemptedhe is by different choices in that setting andthe pay-
offs of different actions. I showby example that such multidimen-
sional learningcanbeimpededbychallenges of identificationthat
slowdown the rate of learning. Thus, there are natural reasons to
expect decision makers toappear toundercommit in the short run
as they simultaneously learn about self-control and the benefits
and costs of actions.

Section II presents a simple example of the impediment to
learning introduced by imperfect self-control. Section III studies
a general framework with partial commitments, in which experi-
mentation takes a rich form. That section contains the main
results ofthis articleanddescribes theimplications ofpatience, of-
fers some suggestions on how a modeler might make
partial inferences about a decision maker’s awareness, and
describes the connection of the results here with the steady-state
solution concept of self-confirming equilibrium. Section IV applies
the framework to savings behavior and costly self-control.
Section V discusses the results of this article in light of the related
literature and illustrates the identification challenged induced by
multidimensional learning. The proofs for all results are collected
in an Online Appendix.

II. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

I begin with a simple example to illustrate the mechanism
for incomplete learning in the most transparent way. Consider an
infinitely-lived individual who chooses between undertaking an
activity (at = 1) or not (at = −1) in period t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Under-
taking the activity in period t generates a deterministic reward
b ∈

(
1
2 , 1
)

but involves a stochastic cost st uniformly drawn from

6. Optimism could emanate from a number of different sources, if a positive
belief about one’s attributes has some intrinsic value (Brunnermeier and Parker
2005; Kőszegi 2006) or induces motivation (Carrillo and Mariotti 2000; Benabou
and Tirole 2002; Compte and Postlewaite 2004).
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[0, 1]. This activity can represent, for example, the choice to con-
sume fish from the example described in the introduction or to
exercise, in which case b captures the discounted long-run gain
from the activity.

The decision in each period is made through the conjunction
of twosystems, the Planner and the Doer, whoact sequentially in
each period. The Planner is a long-run agent with an exponential
discount factor δ ∈ (0, 1), and in period t, he obtains a payoff of
(b− st) if at = 1 and 0 otherwise. In the first subperiod of each
period t, the Planner chooses a menu prior to the realization of st,
after which the Doer selects an alternative from the menu. The
Planner chooses between full commitment to undertaking the ac-
tivity by selecting the singleton menu {1}; full commitment tonot
undertaking the activity by selecting the singleton menu {−1};
and flexibility by selecting the menu {−1, 1}, thereby permitting
theDoertochooseeitheraction. WhenthePlannerchooses tocom-
mit toanaction, that actionis undertakenregardless of theDoer’s
type or the realized cost.

The Doer in each period is not a strategic actor but can be
thought of as a behavioral type or short-run player. Nature se-
lects the type, θ, of the Doer from

{
θ, θ̄
}

where 0 ≤ θ < θ̄ ≤ 1,
and this type persists through time. When the Planner is flexi-
ble, the Doer of type θ observes st and chooses at = 1 if and only
if θb exceeds st. Thus, the Doer is tempted toward inactivity and
undertakes the activity in fewer contingencies than the Planner
would wish to do so. This temptation might emerge from a mani-
festation of a present bias when costs and rewards are temporally
separated. The perspective here is that the Doer’s being myopic
(representing the individual’s instincts) does not account for how
his actions influence the Planner’s future commitment choices.

The Planner faces a tradeoff between commitment and
flexibility: while he would like to exploit the Doer’s informational
advantage, flexibility allows temptations to guide that choice.
Since the payoff from flexibility depends on the Doer’s suscepti-
bility to temptation, it is valuable for the Planner to try to learn
about θ to optimally choose commitment in the future. I assume
that the Planner would prefer to commit to undertaking the ac-
tivity if he were perfectly confident that θ = θ and would prefer to
remain flexible if he were confident that θ = θ̄.7

7. The relevant condition is b ∈
(

1
2−θ , 1

2−θ̄

)
; when this does not hold, the

Planner’s optimal commitment choice is independent of his belief about the Doer’s
type.
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He begins with a prior μ0 ≡ Pr
(
θ = θ̄

)
that ascribes positive

probability to both types. For simplicity, suppose that all that he
observes over time is behavior and not past realizations of costs
(I consider more general informational structures in Section III).
Because full commitments override the Doer, the Planner learns
about θ only when he chooses to be flexible. I use ht to summarize
the relevant history for the Planner when acting at time t and μt

to denote the Planner’s posterior belief that the Doer’s type is θ̄.
Given a prior belief μ, the Planner updates his beliefs to μ+ and
μ− when he is flexible and observes the Doer choose at = 1 and
at =−1 respectively. The dynamicdecision problem of the Planner
is described by the value function

V (μ) =max






b− E [s] + δV(μ) ,
∑
θ∈{θ,θ̄} Pr

μ (θ)

(
θb (b− E [s|s ≤ θb] + δV (μ+))

+ (1− θb) δV (μ−)

)




,

where the first term is the value of committing to undertake the
action and the second term is the value of flexibility. The Planner
never commits to a =−1 since on expectation this is dominated by
committing to a = 1. Standard arguments ensure that the value
functionexists andis unique, continuous, andnondecreasinginμ,
andthus the optimal decision takes the form of a simple threshold
rule.

PROPOSITION 1. There exists μ∗ ∈ (0, 1) such that for all μ < μ∗,
the Planner’s optimal choice is to commit to the activity and
for μ ≥ μ∗, the Planner’s optimal choice is flexibility.

When the Planner is more optimistic about the Doer’s abil-
ity to resist temptation or values the option to learn, he is more
willing to remain flexible. Because of the option-value associated
with flexibility and learning, a forward-looking Planner is will-
ing to choose flexibility even if he expects that committing yields
greatershort-runpayoffs. Forless optimisticbeliefs, whenμ < μ∗,
the benefits of flexibility and learning do not offset the expected
costs of temptation, and therefore the Planner chooses tocommit.
Because the choice of commitment shuts down the channel for
learning, once he chooses tocommit in one period, he finds it opti-
mal to commit in every subsequent period. Because the choice to
commit is endogenous, eventual beliefs areendogenous andthere-
foreevolvedifferentlyforeachtypeof theDoer(assumingthat the
prior μ0 exceeds μ∗).
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ConsiderthecaseinwhichtheDoeris of type θ. ThePlanner’s
beliefs will fluctuate as long as he remains flexible and his beliefs
remain bounded away from putting probability 1 on θ̄. The Mar-
tingale Convergence Theorem ensures that the Planner’s beliefs
eventually settle but do not converge to the completely incorrect
belief ofμ = 1. Therefore, thePlannereventuallycommits, making
the same choice that he would in the full information benchmark;
initial partial awareness does not forge any long-lasting differ-
ences from the standard benchmark.

Now suppose that the Doer is of type θ̄. The Martingale
Convergence Theorem again implies eventual convergence of the
Planner’s beliefs, which obtains in two distinct ways: either the
Planner’s beliefs converge to the truth (μt → 1) or the Planner’s
belief μt falls below μ∗, leading him to commit. Both events oc-
cur with positive probability. Recall that in the full information
environment, a Planner who knew that his self-control problem
corresponds to θ̄ would never choose to commit. Relative to this
benchmark, partial awareness and learning introduce a possibil-
ity for long-run inefficiency and overcommitment. The preceding
ideas are summarized below.

THEOREM 1. Foranytype θ ∈
{
θ, θ̄
}

, a Plannereventuallychooses
to commit with strictly positive probability.

1. If the Doer is of type θ, then almost-surely, the Planner
eventually chooses to commit.

2. If the Doer is of type θ̄, then the Planner either chooses
to commit or he learns the Doer’s type. Both events occur
with strictly positive probability if μ0 ≥ μ∗.

This result illustrates how beliefs that induce excessive flex-
ibility eventually dissipate: if the Doer is of type θ, any belief of
the Planner that rationalizes flexibility is refined over time as the
Plannerinfers theDoer’s typefromits choices. Almost-surely, this
information leads the Planner to conclude that the Doer’s type
does not warrant flexibility, and therefore the Planner eventually
chooses to commit.8

What is the source of the friction that leads toperpetual over-
commitment? The principal challenge that the Planner faces is
that when he optimally chooses tocommit (believing that he faces
a Doer of type θ), his commitment choice leaves noopportunity for

8. While such optimism disappears eventually, it might emerge in the
short run, especiallyif individuals beginwithpriors that overestimateself-control.
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him to retain flexibility in case the Doer proves to be type θ̄. Thus
the Planner faces an experimentation challenge that traps learn-
ing with positive probability. Augmenting this environment with
partial commitments offer an escape from this experimentation
trap.

Considertheinclusionof a simplebondcommitment contract.
For simplicity, suppose that the individual has risk-neutral and
additive preferences and consider a one-period bond contract in
which the Planner pays a lump-sum amount L and a prize x is
returned to the decision maker if the Doer chooses a = 1. There
are various ways to model how such a contract affects the Doer;
for simplicity, suppose that a Doer of type θ chooses a = 1 if θb + x
exceeds the cost s. In this case, a fully informed Planner, regard-
less of the Doer’s type, implements the first-best by setting x to
equal (1− θ)b and paying a prior lump-sum amount of (1− θ)b2.
This bond contract leads to zero expected transfers and induces
the Doer of type θ to choose a = 1 whenever the Planner would
like to do so.

Not onlydoes sucha bondcontract attainfirst-best, but it also
helps a partially aware Planner learn efficiently. Regardless of
the Planner’ beliefs, it is now never optimal to restrict the Doer’s
choice set to a singleton: even when the Planner becomes quite
confident that theDoer’s typeis θ, heis betteroff, evenintheshort
run, by partially committing through a bond contract. Over time,
as the Planner uses bondcontracts repeatedly, he can observe the
Doer’s behavior and therefore continue learning; almost-surely,
his beliefs converge to the truth.

The possibility for partial commitments to dynamically im-
prove learning has implications for commitment design. Recent
years have seen the advent and study of commitment contracts
that incentivize goodbehavior andmitigate self-control problems.
The following section analyzes generally when partial commit-
ments facilitate sophistication.

III. WHEN IS LEARNING ADEQUATE?

The framework builds on the above example in several ways.
The action-space can be binary or a continuum. The commitment
technology can be one of two types: first, as in the prior section,
the Planner can set incentives to nudge the Doer to take a par-
ticular action, and second, he can choose menus that restrict the
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Doer’s choice. Both commitment technologies capture the essence
of partial commitment, albeit in different forms, and the gener-
ality of this framework is useful in applying these results to dis-
tinct but commonly studied applications. The Doer’s type is also
drawn from a continuum. Finally, the Planner observes signals
about past taste shocks.

As before, time is discrete and unbounded, with choices be-
ing made in period t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The Doer makes choices from a
fixed, time- and history-invariant action set A: this is assumed
to be a compact subset of <. In each period, a state s is real-
izedthat determines the Planner’s preferences for that period: s is
drawn from S ≡ [s, s̄] and is distributed i.i.d. with measure ν that
has cumulative distribution function F (∙) and a continuous and
strictly positive density f . The Planner’s state-dependent prefer-
ences over actions, u(a, s), are bounded, strictly quasi-concave in
a for each state s, and jointly continuous and satisfy the strict
single-crossingconditionin (a, s). Accordingly, foreachstate s, the
Planner has a most preferred action aP(s)which is nondecreasing
in s. Let â denote the action that the Planner would choose if the
Planner had toprescribe a single action for every contingency; for
simplicity, I assume that â is unique, and I denote by π̂ the ex-
pected payoff of this action.9

The Planner cannot directly choose actions but can choose
commitment. The Planner has two forms of commitment: menus
and nudges. A menu, M, is a nonempty closed subset of A, which
restricts the Doer’s choice of action. Let F be the collection of all
nonempty closed subsets of A; this is the collection of all feasible
menus. The Planner may or may not have access to all feasible
menus: theset ofmenus fromwhichthePlannercanmakeachoice
isM, a closedsubset ofF that contains full flexibility (M = A) and
the optimal full commitment (M = {â}).10 In addition to restrict-
ing choices through menus, the Planner can nudge the Doer into
takingparticularactions throughincentives: thePlannercansign
commitment contracts, make promises to peers that are costly to
betray, or exert self-control. A nudge, η, directly affects the Doer’s
choices between actions in a state-dependent manner that is spec-
ified below. The set of nudges is N , a closed subset of [0, 1], which

9. In other words, â is the unique solution tomaxa∈A
∫

S u (a, s)dν, and π̂ is
the associated expected payoff.

10. Distance is definedby the Hausdorffmetric. By Theorem 3.85 of Aliprantis
and Border (2006), F is compact, andM, being a closed subset of a compact set,
inherits compactness.
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includes the case of no nudge (η = 0). I let C =M×N denote the
full set of commitments available and c = (M, η) denote a generic
element.

As before, theDoeris a myopicagent whodoes not account for
how his actions affect the Planner’s choices. The Doer’s behavior
is governed by its type θ drawn fromΘ =

[
θ, θ̄
]
. The Doer observes

the state s and nudge η and chooses the action from the menu M
that maximizes the payoff function W (a, s, θ, η); when indifferent
between two actions, the Doer chooses the action that the Plan-
ner prefers. The function W is continuous and satisfies the strict
single-crossing property in (a, s), (a, θ), and (a, η), and for each
(s, θ, η), W is strictly quasi-concave in a. The action selected by
the Doer facing a commitment c is denoted by aD(s, θ, c).

These assumptions ensure that the Doer’s preferred action is
nondecreasing in the state s for a fixed type θ and nudge η. Thus,
both the Doer and Planner prefer higher actions in higher states.
For a fixed state, the Doer’s preferred action is nondecreasing in
its type θ andin the nudge η chosen by the Planner. I assume that
in the absence of all commitment, the Doer prefers to choose a
lower action than the Planner.

ASSUMPTION 1. The Doer is tempted to undertake lower actions
thanthePlanner: u(a, s) dominates W(a, s, θ, 0) bythesingle-
crossing property for every type θ of the Doer.11

Assumption 1 implies that the Planner knows the direction
of temptation but is uncertain about its strength, which varies
with the type of the Doer. Such an assumption is consistent with
most applications of this model, for example, in which temptation
is driven by some form of present bias, or by identification of a
tempting object. A special case of this framework, also consistent
with most applications, accords the highest type, θ̄, with the Plan-
ner’s preferences over actions, and thus no temptation.

I denote a full information environment—in which the Plan-
nerknows theDoer’s type—byΓ = (S, ν, A, u, W,Θ; C), a constella-
tion of parameters that satisfy the above conditions. The Planner
begins with a prior μ0; throughout the article, I restrict attention
to priors μ0 with a continuous and strictly positive density on Θ.

After each period t, the Planner observes at and obtains some
information about st. The setting of Section II considered an ex-
treme case in which the Planner learns nothing about the state;

11. In other words, for every type θ, state s, and pair of actions a and a′ > a,
W(a′, s, θ, 0)−W(a, s, θ, 0)≥ (>)0 implies u(a′, s)−u(a, s) ≥ (>)0.
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onecouldequallyconsidertheotherextremeinwhichthePlanner
observes the state perfectly. Spanning these two extremes is an
imperfect attribution environment in which the Planner observes
the state with noise. Generally, suppose that the Planner obtains
a signal σt(at, st) that comes from the space S and is distributed
according to F̃(σ|s, a).

For t > 0, ht denotes the relevant history for the Planner in
period t, whichcomprises past commitments, actions, andsignals.
ThePlanner’s posteriorbelief about theDoer’s typeconditional on
history ht is denoted by μt.

I analyze two special cases of this model relevant for the ap-
plications herein.

MODEL 1—Actions are chosen from a binary set A = {−1, 1}
in which the ex ante optimal choice, â, is 1. The Planner’s payoff
satisfies u(−1, s)=0 forall s, andu(1, s) = U(s), whereU is smooth,
strictly increasing in s, and satisfies U(s)< 0 < U(̄s). The Planner
can choose from all possible menus—M = {{−1, 1} , {−1} , {1}}—
and can choose nudges fromN .

MODEL 2—Actions are chosen from a continuum A = [a, ā],
and the Planner’s and Doer’s state-contingent payoffs satisfy the
assumptions of the general model and are smooth. The Planner
does not haveaccess tonudges (N = {0}) but has access toa closed
set of menus,M. For convenience, suppose that a = aD(s, θ, A, 0)
and ā = aP( s̄). Two special cases of interest are those in which
M is the set of all feasible interval menus, which I refer to as
Model 2a, and in whichM comprises all feasible menus including
nonintervals, which I refer to as Model 2b.12

Model 1 generalizes the example in Section II to a contin-
uum of types.13 In the binary choice environment, menus without
nudges offer the Planner a choice between commitment to a sin-
gleton menu or full flexibility. Nudges introduce partial commit-
ment by allowing the Planner to influence how the Doer chooses
actions in each state. Apart from its usefulness in understanding

12. Specifically, Model 2a corresponds toM = FI = {[α,β]: α,β ∈ A and β ≥
α}, and Model 2b corresponds toM = F .

13. Section II, restricted to two types, corresponds to S = [−1, 0], u(−1, s)= 0
for all s, and u(1, s) = b + s, where b ∈

( 1
2 , 1
)
. The Doer’s payoff is W(a, s, θ, η) =

1{a = 1} (θb + η + s) and thus the ideal action a∗D(s, θ, η) takes on a value of 1 if
0 ≤ θb + η + s and −1 otherwise. In the absence of the bond contract, the set of
nudges is N = {0}, but with the bond contract, the set of nudges is expanded to
N ′ = [0, (1− θ)b].
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the impact of incentive-based commitment mechanisms,
this model provides insight into how a decision maker learns
to exert internal self-control and willpower, as studied in
Section IV.B.

Model 2 offers a continuous action space in which the Planner
commits by restricting the Doer’s choices and has no other way to
influence the Doer. This framework is particularly applicable to
study savings environments, as I demonstrate in Section IV.A.,
in which the Planner can purchase illiquid assets to commit the
Doer to some minimal savings but still retain some flexibility for
the Doer to save more than that minimum.

Since the applications of interest in the literature satisfy
either Model 1 or Model 2, I characterize learning only for these
two special cases. In both cases, the Planner faces an exercise
of optimal experimentation similar to but richer than a standard
multiarmed bandit. Naturally, my work builds on insights
derived from the experimentation literature, particularly Easley
and Kiefer (1988) and Aghion et al. (1991).

III.A. Adequate versus Partial Learning

The central issue analyzed is whether the Planner eventu-
ally attains the same payoffs that he would in the full informa-
tionbenchmarkinwhichtheDoer’s typeis known. Answeringthis
question sheds light on when an assumption of sophistication can
be justified through long-run learning.

The full information payoffis definedas follows: for each type
θ, whenthePlannerselects commitment c, his expectedstaticpay-
off is π(θ, c)=

∫
Su(aD[s, θ, c], s)dν. Given a Doer of type θ, denote

the Planner’s full information payoff by π∗(θ) = maxc∈C π(θ, c),
and let C∗(θ) denote the set of commitments that attain this pay-
off. This payoff corresponds to the Planner’s optimal balance be-
tween flexibility and commitment when the Planner knows the
Doer’s type; its existence is guaranteed by continuity and com-
pactness assumptions.

When the Planner is uncertain about θ and has beliefs μ, he
optimizes with respect tohis beliefs. Denote the payoff in a single
period from a commitment choice c by m(μ, c)=

∫
Θ
π(θ, c)dμ; how-

ever, when the Planner is even slightly patient, he also values
learning. Given a commitment choice c and prior μ, the Planner
may revise his beliefs when observing the Doer’s chosen action
and the realized signal; Q(μ, c) denotes the probability distribu-
tion over posteriors induced by (μ, c), and P(Θ) denotes the set of
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Borel probability measures onΘ. The Planner solves the Bellman
Equation,

V(μ; δ)=max
c∈C

{

(1− δ)m(μ, c)+δ
∫

P(Θ)
V(μ̃; δ)dQ(μ, c)

}

.

The Planner’s beliefs, commitment choices, and therefore,
value function evolve stochastically; the object of interest is their
long-run distribution conditional on the true θ. We can partition
the set of types based on whether learning is necessarily efficient,
yielding the full information payoffs in the longrun.

DEFINITION 1. Learning is adequate for a type θ if the Planner’s
payoffs eventually converges to the full information bench-
mark with probability 1,

Pr
(
lim

t→∞
V[μt; δ] = π

∗[θ]|θ
)

= 1,

andotherwise, learningis partial fortype θ. Learningis glob-
ally adequate for a prior μ0 and discount factor δ if the set
of types for which learning is partial has μ0-measure 0, and
otherwise, learning is inadequate for that prior and discount
factor.

Adequate learning is weaker than complete learning insofar
as the eventual belief need not identify the type, but the Planner
nevertheless obtains the same payoffs as in the full information
benchmark. Globally adequate learning requires more than the
mere existence of strategies that ensure learning; indeed, it must
be that at least one such strategy is optimal for the Planner.

III.B. Full Commitment Distinguishability

The possibility for globally adequate learning relies critically
on the commitment set, and one can assess if it is conducive to
learning by examining howa fully informed Planner behaves. Be-
fore deriving the precise condition, I offer a heuristic explana-
tion of its connection toglobally adequate learning. Whenever the
Planner remains partially flexible sothat the Doer can choose dif-
ferent actions in different states, the Planner eventually learns
the Doer’s type from the empirical frequency of its action choices.
It is only when the Planner chooses toconstrain the Doer toa sin-
gle action in all states that learning is possibly impeded. Since it
might be optimal tofully commit some types of the Doer tochoose
â, thePlannercanperpetuallydistinguishthesetypes fromothers
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if there is a way to fully commit those types while retaining flex-
ibility for others. The presence of such expedient commitment is
formalized as the property of full commitment distinguishability.

Formally, let Ĉ(θ) = {c ∈ C: aD(s, θ, c)= â for almost all s} de-
note the set of commitments that induce a Doer of type θ tochoose
the action â with probability 1; for each type, this set is nonempty
because C includes the singleton menu {â}. The set of types for
which a fully informed Planner finds it optimal to fully commit to
the action â—and relinquish flexibility altogether—is denoted by
Θ̂ = {θ ∈ Θ: π∗(θ) = π̂}.

DEFINITION 2. An environment Γ satisfies full commitment dis-
tinguishability (FCD) if for almost every θ̂ in Θ̂ and every θ
not in Θ̂, Ĉ( θ̂)* Ĉ(θ).

Under FCD, the Planner can carefully select commitment so
as to fully commit almost every “bad type” in Θ̂ while retaining
partial flexibility for some “good type” outside Θ̂. A sufficient but
unnecessary condition for FCD is that a fully informed Planner
never chooses full commitment, as in Section II when the bond
commitment contract was introduced. An environment fails FCD
if the only commitments that fully commit a strictly positive mea-
sure of types in Θ̂ alsofully commit some types not in Θ̂. Since the
Planner’s preference for commitment is determined by how the
Doermaps tasteshocks intoactions, theparticularrepresentation
of the Doer’s preferences does not affect whether an environment
satisfies FCD.

To clarify what is being assumed in FCD, I detail when the
condition holds in each of these two models below. These details
are not entirely necessary to understand the connections drawn
between FCD and globally adequate learning, and so some read-
ers may wish to skip to Section III.C.

When Does FCD Hold? Consider the binary action environ-
ment of Model 1: because W satisfies the single-crossing condition
in (a, θ), anycommitment that induces theDoerof type θ toalways
select a = 1 also induces all higher types to choose that higher ac-
tion in every state. Thus, FCD can be satisfied only if whenever a
type θ is in Θ̂, all higher types are also in Θ̂.

OBSERVATION 1. In Model 1, an environment Γ satisfies FCD if
and only if for almost all θ in Θ̂, all higher types θ′ are also
in Θ̂.
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The following examples highlight aspects of FCD in Model 1:
let the Planner’s payoff from a = 1 in period t be b + st in which
b = 3

4 and st is drawn uniformly from S = [−1, 0], and recall that
the Planner’s payoff from a = 0 is normalized to0. The Doer’s type
is drawn fromΘ =

[
0, 1

2

]
, and the Doer chooses a = 1 if and only if

θb + s + η is positive. The Planner selects nudges η from N , and
depending onN , FCD is satisfied or violated. In each of these ex-
amples, the Planner has access to all possible menus but does at
least as well by choosing the menu {−1, 1} and using the nudges
specified below.

EXAMPLE 1 (FCD withnocommitment). SupposeN ⊇
[

3
8 , 3

4

]
: then

a fully informed Planner sets η∗(θ) = (1− θ)b to align every
type’s preferenceperfectlywiththePlanner. Since Θ̂ = ∅, FCD
is trivially satisfied.

EXAMPLE 2 (FCD with commitment). Suppose that N = {0} ∪[
3
4 , 1
]
: then a fully informed Planner uses a nudge of 3

4 for
each type. Such a commitment choice offers flexibility to all
types below 1

3 and fully commits all higher types. Thus, Θ̂ =[
1
3 , 1

2

]
and satisfies FCD.

EXAMPLE 3 (FCD not preserved under expansion). Suppose that
the nudge

{
3
16

}
is added to N above: then a fully informed

Planner uses a nudge of 3
16 for types in

(
5
12 , 1

2

)
, thereby offer-

ing flexibility to those types, and a nudge of 3
4 for any other

type. FCD is violated because Θ̂ =
[

1
3 , 5

12

]
.

Examples 2 and 3 highlight a distinction between FCD and
standard notions of richness: FCD in Model 1 is not necessarily
preserved whenN is expanded.

In Model 2, it is difficult to offer a simple criterion for FCD
generally. One can simplify having to check every potential pair
of types θ̂ in Θ̂ andθ not in Θ̂: FCD holds if andonly if it is possible
tofullycommit thetypewiththeleast self-control (θ)whileretain-
ing flexibility for any type not in Θ̂. FCD simplifies further in the
special cases of Models 2a−b in whichM comprises all feasible
interval menus or all feasible menus respectively. In these cases,
a Planner has no reason to fully commit a Doer that would freely
pick actions higher than â in some states: by Assumption 1, the
Doer chooses actions higher than â only in those states that the
Plannerprefers higheractions to â. Thus aPlanneris betteroff by
offering the menu [â, ā] rather than committing the Doer tochoos-
ing â in every state. Sothe set of types for which full commitment
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is optimal is a subset of those that choose actions less than â in
every contingency. In this context, FCD is satisfied if and only if
these two sets of types are identical.

PROPOSITION 2. AnenvironmentΓ satisfies FCD inModel 2 if and
only if Θ̂ has zero measure or for every θ not in Θ̂, it is the
case that Ĉ(θ)* Ĉ(θ). In Models 2a−b, FCD is satisfied if and
only if the set of types for which full commitment is optimal,
Θ̂, coincides with the set of all types whose preferred action
is below â in every state.

III.C. Main Results

I describe the connection between FCD andglobally adequate
learning: FCD is sufficient for globally adequate learning and
might also be necessary in particular cases. When FCD is sat-
isfied, these results offer Bayesian learning foundations for so-
phistication. Simultaneously, theresults indicatethat individuals
might not be fully sophisticated in environments in which FCD
fails and that interventions may help even experienced individu-
als develop a better understanding of their temptations.

I begin by demonstrating sufficiency.

THEOREM 2. If an environment Γ satisfies FCD, then for all pri-
ors μ0 and discount factors δ, learning is globally adequate in
Models 1 and 2.

When FCD is satisfied, even a slightly patient Planner even-
tually chooses commitment as if he were fully sophisticated about
his imperfect self-control. Moreover, underFCD, globallyadequate
learningmayobtainevenifthePlanneris not sufficientlyforward-
looking to actively learn and experiment: a passive learner who
myopically best-responds to his beliefs eventually behaves as if
he perfectly understood his temptation. As such, the introduction
of partial commitments that induce FCD can have strong impli-
cations for individuals regardless of their patience or prior.

The essence of the argument is that if FCD is satisfied, learn-
ing has no short-term costs but offers short-term and long-term
benefits; in other words, the commitment structure facilitates
cheap experimentation. Under FCD, the Planner can select com-
mitments that fully commit those types in Θ̂—for which full com-
mitment is optimal—while retaining partial flexibility to some
types not in Θ̂. By choosing commitment in this way, the Plan-
ner can learn about the Doer based on the empirical frequency of
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his choices. Should the Doer choose different actions over time,
that frequency identifies his type. On the other hand, if the Doer
chooses the same action in every period, the Planner learns that
the Doer’s type is one that has no flexibility at that commitment
choice. Based on this updated belief, the Planner can change his
commitment choice so as to still guarantee that types in Θ̂ fully
commit while offering partial flexibility to types not in Θ̂ that re-
main in the support of his posterior. By iterating this procedure,
the Planner eventually makes choices that converge to those in
the full information benchmark.

Notice that such an argument applies independently of the
accuracy with which the Planner observes past states. The signal
σt(at, st) could be a noisy signal of the state st or uninformative al-
together, and globally adequate learning is nevertheless ensured.
Insofar as there are substantive reasons to consider noisy attri-
bution structure (prior work has focused on such cases),14 it is
noteworthy that such noise does not prevent long-run learning in
the presence of FCD, although it likely interferes with the speed
of learning.

In the absence of FCD, challenges of costly experimentation
emerge. When the cost of experimentation outweighs the bene-
fits of learning, the Planner may choose to sacrifice learning for
the sake of short-term payoffs if he is not perfectly patient. Since
sets of menus can assume many different forms in Model 2, it is
challenging to demonstrate the necessity of FCD generally. Ac-
cordingly, I demonstrate the necessity of FCD in the special cases
of Model 2a−b, in whichM comprises all feasible interval menus
or all feasible menus respectively.

THEOREM 3. Suppose that an environment Γ fails FCD. Then for
every discount factor δ < 1, learning is inadequate for some
open set of priors in Models 1 and 2a−b.

14. Noisy attribution has featured in, for example, Benabou and Tirole (2004),
where the assumption is that a decision maker learns about his self-control using
a “revealed preference” approach. One reason to study noise in attribution is that
if past circumstances andtaste shocks are representations of subjective states and
emotions, it might bedifficult foranindividual withimperfect self-control toobtain
perfect information about past circumstances. Various studies highlight the diffi-
culty that individuals face in separating situational factors from aspects of one’s
innate character (Baumeister, Heatherton, and Tice 1994; Kahneman, Wakker,
and Sarin 1997; Ameriks, Caplin, and Leahy 2003). Moreover, if the Doer observe
a noisy signal of st and the Planner observes st but not the signal of the Doer,
the imperfect monitoring model that emerges is equivalent to a noisy attribution
framework.
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The inadequacy of learning highlights that when FCD fails, a
modeler cannot preclude the possibility of partial learning. When
learning fails, it does so in a systematic way: the Planner fully
commits a Doer type that he would have offered flexibility had
he been fully informed. The likelihood with which learning fails
necessarily depends on the discount factor, the Planner’s prior,
andtheinformativeness of thefeedbackthat thePlannerreceives;
I show in Theorem 4 below that such inefficiencies vanish as the
Planner approaches perfect patience.

III.D. Remarks

The Role of Patience Posing self-awareness as an issue of ex-
perimentation permits the study of the connection between the
decision maker’s patience and his sophistication. As the Planner
becomes more patient, he increasingly values sacrificing current
payoffs to gain information that helps improve commitment
choices inthefuture. This logicsuggests that a morepatient Plan-
ner is less likely to fully commit when the Doer’s type warrants
flexibility, and by the same token, will experiment more even if
the Doer’s type warrants full commitment. I offer a limit result in
this vein.

THEOREM 4. As the Planner approaches perfect patience, his pay-
offs and choices approach the full information benchmark
with probability 1 regardless of whether FCD is satisfied: for
every prior μ0, limδ→1V(μ0; δ)=

∫
Θ
π∗(θ)dμ0.

Theorem4 follows fromtheobservationthat ifafullyinformed
Planner is forced to select from a finite number of commitments
CN in C, his payoff loss from this restriction can be made arbi-
trarily small regardless of the Doer’s type. Analogous to results
derivedelsewhere in the experimentation framework,15 the Plan-
ner can then approach the full information payoffs (restricted to
a finite set of commitment choices) by conducting a large number
of experiments and then forever selecting what appears to be the
best commitment thereafter.

This result indicates the virtue of patience when it comes to
learning; a patient Planner tolerates many lapses of self-control
so as to optimally commit in the future. Generally, it is ambigu-
ous as to whether the increased experimentation takes the form

15. For example, see Aghion et al. (1991) and Fudenberg and Levine (1993b).
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of flexibility for a greater number of periods or greater flexibility
per period. However, for the simplest commitment setting studied
in Section II, this result would suggest that the patient Planner
will choose toremain fully flexible for many periods even when he
sees the Doer choosing a = 1 with low probability. Accordingly, it
would be difficult to distinguish between naive and patient Plan-
ners merely on the basis of short-run commitment choices.

Identifying Awareness. Thenecessaryandsufficient condition
for adequate learning, FCD, is defined in terms of how a fully
sophisticatedPlannercopes withthefull rangeofpossibletempta-
tions. As in the applications in Section IV, it is relatively straight-
forward to check this condition in full information models that
we typically use; in many such contexts, specifying the full infor-
mation model of temptation and commitment implicitly assumes
FCD or its absence.

When a modeler or policy maker does not have a particular
full information model, checking for FCD may be challenging be-
cause how a decision maker copes with different levels of tempta-
tion is not directly observed. Nevertheless, within some settings,
anindividual’s long-runpreferenceforcommitment canhelpiden-
tify his eventual awareness.

To illustrate, if a decision maker strictly prefers some
nonsingleton menu c to every singleton menu, then the decision
maker is partially committing and therefore must have
adequately learned. In the opposite case, if the decision maker
weakly prefers some singleton menu to every other menu, then
he is fully committing and so he may or may not be sophisticated.
Inthis case, thepolicymakercanlearnabout thedecisionmaker’s
awareness by exposing him todifferent commitments and observ-
ing how he responds. If temporary subsidies to commitments not
in his most preferred set have long-lasting implications on the
decision maker’s commitment choices, then learning was
inadequate.16

Relationship to Self-Confirming Equilibrium. The dynamic
process of learning that I have studied bears a resemblance to

16. Consistent withthis possibility, temporarysubsidies todrugrehabilitation
are often believed to have effects after the subsidy has ended (Kaper et al., 2005).
Given the experimentation challenge that individuals face in finding the appropri-
ate commitment devices and therapy for addiction, it is natural that learning is
inadequate.
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steady-state solution concepts motivated by learning, in particu-
lar to the concept of self-confirming equilibrium (SCE), developed
byFudenbergandLevine(1993a). Onewaytoviewtheseresults is
as foundations for studying SCE (or a variant thereof) in dynamic
self-control environments. In this section, I compare the limiting
behavior andbeliefs of the dynamicmodel with those that emerge
from the steady-state concept.

In an SCE, players do not deviate given their beliefs about
how others behave, and each player’s belief is consistent with ex-
periences on the path of play; unlike a Nash equilibrium, these
beliefs might err on how others would behave off the equilibrium
path. Adapting this concept to the framework here requires addi-
tional restrictions: the Planner’s beliefs both on and off the path
of play must be compatible with his knowledge of the Doer’s type
space, that is, how different levels of temptation lead to differ-
ent distributions ofbehavior. Encodingtheserestrictions yields an
adaptation of rationalizable self-confirming equilibria (RSCE) to
Bayesian games: an RSCE refines the set of SCE by imposing the
further restriction that any player’s belief about others’ actions,
on or off the path of play, must be rationalized by her knowledge
of their payoffs.17

Thus, the appropriate analogue to the framework here is a
Bayesiangameinwhich: (a)Naturechooses theDoer’s type, which
is fixedonceandforall, (b) thePlannerandDoerhavepayofffunc-
tions specified above, (c) the Planner knows Nature’s distribution
of states s and how the Doer chooses actions as a function of its
type, and (d) the Planner observes only the action chosen by the
Doer and the signal σ(a, s) at the end of each round. An RSCE of
this game consists of a commitment choice c rationalized by some
consistent belief μ about the Doer’s type and θ, the actual type
of the Doer. The Planner’s belief μ is consistent with the path of
play if the distribution over actions and signals generated by the
commitment choice c and the Doer’s type θ coincides with what
the Planner expects given belief μ.18 The following describes the
RSCE of this setting.

17. RSCE is developedby Dekel, Fudenberg, andLevine (1999). Dekel, Fuden-
berg, and Levine (2004) adapt SCE to Bayesian games, including those in which
a player’s type is fixed once and for all; however, they do not study RSCE in this
setting. Fudenberg and Levine (2009) offer a survey of this literature.

18. Formally, when the Planner chooses commitment c, and the Doer’s
type is θ, consistency of μ demands that if θ′ is in the support of μ, then
ν (s: aD[s, θ, c] =/ aD[s, θ′, c]) = 0.
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OBSERVATION 2. The set of RSCE in which the Doer’s type is θ
comprises:

1. Complete learning: a commitment c in C∗(θ), rationalized
by the belief that ascribes probability 1 to θ.

2. Full commitment: acommitment c rationalizedbysomebe-
liefμ, suchthat c induces typeθ andall types inthesupport

ofμ tofullycommit, that is, c is in Ĉ (θ)∩
(
∩θ′∈Supp(μ)Ĉ (θ′)

)
.

Since the Planner’s beliefs must be consistent with observa-
tions from repeated play, if the Planner retains some flexibility
for the Doer, his steady-state beliefs must ascribe probability 1 to
the true type of the Doer (because different Doer types respond
differently to flexibility). The Planner may also hold a belief that
rationalizes full commitment, which precludes the possibility for
further learning. In contrast to the dynamic setting, full commit-
ment may be chosen even if FCD is satisfied and the Doer’s type
does not warrant it. A simple illustration of this RSCE is one
in which the Planner assigns probability 1 to Θ̂ and chooses the
singleton menu {â}. Regardless of the Doer’s actual type, these
potentially incorrect beliefs are consistent with experiences on
the path of play and rationalize the commitment choice. Because
Theorem 2 demonstrates that such outcomes cannot emerge in
the dynamic framework unless the Doer’s type is indeed in Θ̂,
this inconsistency suggests that the limits of learning in the
dynamic framework correspond to a particular selection of
RSCE.

The source of this tension is that an RSCE permits the
Planner to ascribe zero probability to the truth in contrast to the
dynamic framework in which the Planner begins with a full sup-
port priorandalmost-surely includes thetruthwithinthesupport
of his limit beliefs. Selecting those RSCE that contain a “grain
of truth” is sufficient to reconcile the two approaches. Define an
RSCE to be absolutely continuous (AC-RSCE) if the commitment
choice c is rationalizedbyat least onebelief that is bothconsistent
and includes in its support the Doer’s actual type θ. Although the
full implications of this selection are better left for future work,
it captures the implications of FCD in a steady-state
setting.

THEOREM 5. If an environment Γ satisfies FCD in Models 1 and
2, then in every AC-RSCE in which the Doer’s type is θ, the
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Planner’s commitment choice is from C∗(θ) yielding the full
informationpayoffs, regardless of θ. If anenvironmentΓ fails
FCD in Models 1 and 2a−b, then there exist AC-RSCEs for
a strictly positive measure of θ in which the Planner fails to
attain full information payoffs.

IV. APPLICATIONS

IV.A. Consumption-Savings

Thecanonical applicationofself-control models is toconsump-
tionandsavings decisions. Evidencesuggests that individuals are
tempted by immediate consumption, and a recent literature has
studied how access to an illiquid asset offers a powerful instru-
ment for commitment to such individuals.19 Holding wealth in
illiquidformeffectivelysets aminimal level ofsavings andthereby
protects some wealth from consumption splurges. At the same
time, excessiveilliquidityimpedes adecisionmakerfromrespond-
ingtouninsurablerisk, andsoadelicatebalancebetweencommit-
ment and flexibility must be maintained. The burgeoning
literature on these issues has largely focused on decision mak-
ers who are fully sophisticated about their imperfect self-control.
While this is the natural starting point, it raises the question of
whether experience would lead a decision maker who is initially
uncertainabout his self-control toeventuallyact as ifhewerefully
sophisticated. This section answers the question in the affirma-
tive in this canonical setting: when a decision maker is uncertain
about his tendency to overconsume and has access to an illiquid
asset, heeventuallymakes commitment choices as if hewerefully
informed. I demonstrate this positive learning result first in the
setting studied in the prior literature—in which commitment cor-
responds tothe purchase of illiquid assets—and then showthat it
also extends to a setting in which singleton consumption sets are
also available.

The simple savings environment that I study is a decision
maker who faces a tradeoff between commitment and flexibility

19. The role of illiquid assets as commitment was discussed in some of the
earliest work on self-control—for example, Strotz (1955) and Thaler and Shefrin
(1981)—and studied in a number of subsequent articles, including Laibson (1997),
Barro (1999), Gul and Pesendorfer (2005), Fudenberg and Levine (2006), and
Amador, Werning, and Angeletos (2006). Harris and Laibson (2003) offer a sur-
vey and discussion.
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in each period. His expected payoff from a consumption stream
{ct}

∞
t = 0 is E

[∑∞
t = 0 δ

tutU(ct)
]
, where U is a Constant Relative Risk

Aversion (CRRA) utility function with a coefficient of relative risk
aversion σ > 0, and ut is a taste shock. The taste shock in each
periodaffects the marginal utility of current consumption andfol-
lows an i.i.d. process represented by a continuous density on [u, ū]
with u > 0, and normalized so that E [u] = 1. The Planner begins
with an initial wealth y0, and subsequent wealth is generated by
the returns from savings in the prior period at gross interest rate
R. To ensure that the transversality condition is satisfied, I as-
sumethat δR1−σ < 1. TherestrictiontoCRRA utilityensures that
in the absence of a self-control problem, a decision maker would
have a consumption rate that depends only on the taste shock: in
period t, if hehas wealthyt andfaces a tasteshockut, heconsumes
cP(ut)yt.20

In this dual self framework, consumption choices are made
as follows: each period is divided into two subperiods. Wealth at
the beginning of the period is denoted by yt, which can be in-
vested by the Planner in illiquid assets or kept in a liquid form in
the first subperiod. The Planner effectively selects a minimal sav-
ings rate, st, by investing an amount styt in illiquid assets. In the
second sub-period, the taste shock is realized, then the Doer se-
lects consumptionct fromthefeasibleset—whichis [0, (1− st)yt]—
and invests the remainder in the asset. For expository con-
venience, assume that returns from saving occur at the same rate
regardless ofwhetherthechoicewas madebythePlannerorDoer.

As before, thePlannerhas thestandardlong-runpreferences,
whereas the Doer is a short-run behavioral type that is tempted
by immediate consumption. Formally, a Doer of type θ will aim
to consume c(u, θ)y when total wealth is y, and he selects the fea-
sible consumption closest to this ideal. Doer types θ are in [θ, 1]
drawn according to μ0. I assume that c(u, θ) is strictly positive,
smooth in (u, θ), strictly decreasing in θ, and strictly increasing
in u; morever, c(u, 1) coincides with the Planner’s ideal, cP(u). Ac-
cordingly, for every taste shock, every Doer type has a constant
saving rate that is (weakly) less than the Planner’s optimal sav-
ing rate and strictly increasing in the Doer’s type. One special
caseis a linearspecification c(u, θ)=

(
1
θ

)
cP(u); anotherspecial case

inheres to standard formulations of present bias in which c(u, θ)

20. A guess andverify approach tosolving the stochasticEuler equation yields
that cP(u)=

u1/σC
u1/σC + δ1/σR(1−σ)/σ

, where C solves E
[(

Cu1/σ + δ1/σR(1−σ)/σ
)σ]

=1.
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corresponds to how the Planner would have chosen had his dis-
count factor been θδ.21

Since my goal is to establish the inevitability of globally ad-
equate learning, I make the most stark of informational assump-
tions: the Planner observes only past consumption and not past
taste shocks. Since learning emerges here, it continues do so in
richer observational environments.

The setting here is similar toModel 2a of Section III in which
partial commitment takes the form of interval menus. By invest-
ing in illiquid assets, the Planner specifies a consumption cap (or
a savings floor), andforevery taste shock, the Plannerwouldwish
toconsumeless thantheDoer. Thecontrast toSection III emerges
in the introduction of a state variable other than beliefs, namely
the Planner’s wealth, although the restriction to CRRA utility af-
fords tractability. Althoughtheset of feasibleconsumptionchoices
changes over time, the preferred savings and consumption rates
for the Planner and Doer are time and history invariant. Toapply
the methods developed earlier, one can formulate actions as sav-
ings rates and states as (u)−1; with such transformations, both
the Planner andDoer prefer higher savings rates in higher states,
the Doer’s preferred savings rate in each state is increasing in its
type, and the Planner prefers a higher savings rate than the Doer
in every state.

Directly solving the model in which the Planner is uncertain
about the Doer’s temptation is challenging because the specifica-
tion of any menu induces different separating and bunching re-
gions for different types of the Doer. Accordingly, the selection
of a menu affects the Planner’s learning in intricate ways. The
tools developed in Section III sidestep these complications alto-
gether: I demonstrate that the simpler full information model (in
which the Planner knows the Doer’s type) satisfies FCD and can
then apply Theorem 2. Verifying FCD takes the following
steps.

First, suppose that the Planner could not offer any flexibil-
ity and were forced to commit to a particular consumption path
irrespective of taste shocks; this selection corresponds to finding
the analogue of the optimal full commitment â from Section III.
The optimal binding consumption path in this case is one in

21. Specifically, c(u, θ)= u1/σC(θ)
u1/σC(θ) + (θδ)1/σR(1−σ)/σ

, where C(θ) solves

E
[(

Cu1/σ + (θδ)1/σ R(1−σ)/σ
)σ]

= 1.
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which the Planner ensures that the fraction ŝ = δ1/σR(1−σ)/σ is
saved in each period and consumes the remainder.

Second, I solve for how the Planner resolves the tradeoff be-
tween commitment and flexibility when he knows that the Doer
is of type θ. In the Online Appendix, I demonstrate that he pur-
chases the same fraction of illiquid assets, s∗ (θ), in each period to
induce some commitment. Accordingly, the Doer can never con-
sume more than 1− s∗(θ) of the current wealth but can choose to
consume less when consumption is less valuable. Without temp-
tation toward present consumption (θ = 1), the Planner chooses to
keep all wealth liquid and affords the Doer maximal flexibility;
otherwise, the Planner may use a strictly positive level of illiquid
assets as commitment. If it so happens that for all taste shocks,
the Doer wish toconsume more than the amount of wealth that is
kept in a liquid form, the Doer is fully committed to a particular
consumption path.

Using the above characterizations, one can then partition Θ
into Θ̂, the set of types that a fully informed Planner chooses to
leave with no flexibility, and its complement, to wit, types that
the Planner offers (partial) flexibility. In the Online Appendix,
I demonstrate that Θ̂ comprises all types that consume at least
(1− ŝ)yt foreveryrealizationof ut; toeffectively fullycommit such
types, thePlanneronlykeeps that level ofwealthliquid, andholds
illiquid assets of ŝyt in each period. In contrast, if the Doer con-
sumes less than (1− ŝ)yt for some taste shocks, the Planner ben-
efits from maintaining some flexibility. When facing this milder
temptationtooverconsume, thePlannerpurchases asmallerhold-
ing of illiquid assets and thereby retains greater flexibility for the
Doer. Thus, the types that are fully committed, Θ̂, corresponds to
the set {θ ∈ Θ: c (u, θ) ≥ 1− ŝ}.

FigureI illustrates theseconsumptioncaps. IfaPlannerfaces
a Doer of type θ, he sets the consumption cap so as to permit the
Doer to select its most preferred consumption for all taste shocks
u < û, andconstrains theDoertoconsume (1− s(θ)) otherwise. In
contrast, when facing a Doer of type θ̂, who has less self-control,
the Planner’s optimally chosen consumption cap binds the Doer
for every taste shock, inducing it to select 1 − ŝ for every taste
shock; this latter type is in Θ̂.

It is straightforward to see how FCD is satisfied in this set-
ting: when the Planner purchases ŝyt of illiquid assets in period t,
he simultaneously fully commits every type in Θ̂ while retaining
flexibility for types not in Θ̂. As shown in Figure I, when choosing
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FIGURE I
Consumption Caps

Dotted curves indicate the Doer’s ideal consumption for each taste shock, and
solid lines indicate the Doer’s actual consumption when the Planner selects com-
mitment optimally.

from this menu, a Doer of type θ′ consumes the remaining wealth
withprobability1, whereas thetype θ chooses belowtheconsump-
tion cap with strictly positive probability. Thus, even when se-
lecting this commitment, the Planner can distinguish types in Θ̂
(for which such full commitment is optimal) from types not in Θ̂
ensuring globally adequate learning.

THEOREM 6. Learning is globally adequate in this consumption-
savings framework for all priors and discount factors.

This positive learning result demonstrates that if a decision
maker begins with uncertainty about his self-control, eventually,
he purchases the same fraction of illiquid assets that he would
if he could forecast his temptations perfectly. Thus, assuming so-
phistication in this important setting can be justified by Bayesian
learning. Of course, while learning, the Planner may make
(ex post) inefficient choices that adversely affect his future income
distribution relative to the full information benchmark.

The commitment mechanism studied so far in this applica-
tion is empirically relevant to savings decisions and has been the
focus of prior work. However, an inconsistency with the model of
Section III is that this mechanism excludes singleton menus,
which fully commit every type of the Doer. Establishing that the
above results extend toa setting that includes both illiquid assets
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and singleton menus requires additional analysis; in the Online
Appendix, I demonstratethat learningis globallyadequateinthis
richer setting if the coefficient of relative risk aversion, σ, is at
least 1.

The full information model towhich behavior eventually con-
verges shares many predictions of sophistication in the
quasi-hyperbolic savings model but is analytically distinct. It has
a unique solution and a constant commitment rate with CRRA
utility (similar to Fudenberg and Levine 2006). In contrast, the
quasi-hyperbolic savings model in discrete time has a continuum
of sophisticatedsolutions, even after assuming Markovian behav-
ior(Krusell andSmith, 2003). Thus, equilibriumselectionremains
a challenge in the quasi-hyperbolic model, thereby making it dif-
ficult to study learning in that framework but does not pose an
issue here.

IV.B. Costly Self-Control

Fudenberg and Levine (2006) offer a simple but powerful
Planner–DoerframeworkinwhichtheDoer’s preferences arecom-
pletely characterizedby the present andthe Planner exerts costly
self-control to induce the Doer to take actions more consistent
with the Planner’s preferences. Here I analyze how a
Planner who is uncertain about the cost or efficacy of self-control
learns over time how much self-control to use, building on the bi-
nary action environment studied in Model 1 of Section III.

Consider a decision maker who faces an infinite sequence of
tasks. Completing a task in any period (at = 1) leads to a future
benefit with a present value of b, which is not valued by the Doer.
Not completing the task (at = −1) has the benefit of immediate
leisure st, where st is uniform drawn from [0, 1]. I assume that b is
in
(

1
2 , 1
)
, generating a tradeoff between commitment and flexibil-

ity. Prior tothe realization of st, the Planner chooses a menu from
{−1, 1}. After the realization of st, the Planner can exert costly
self-control to nudge the Doer to complete the task. If the Plan-
ner exerts self-control of magnitude Γ ≥ 0, self-control is success-
ful for a Doer of type θ if Γ is at least

st

θ
; otherwise, it fails. The

Planner’s payoff from completing the task at date t is b − Γ , and
the payoff from not completing the task is st − Γ . I assume that
θ is drawn from an interval

[
θ, θ̄
]

in which θ > 0; lower types re-
quire the Planner exert greater self-control to complete the task,
whereas higher types require less self-control.
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The full information model, in which the Planner knows θ, is
similar tothat considered by Fudenberg and Levine (2006). If θ is
sufficiently high, then the Planner chooses the menu {−1, 1} and
has an associated cutoff s∗ such that he uses costly self-control
to complete the task in period t if and only if st is less than s∗.
Such a choice has the benefit of flexibility because the Planner
can choose whether to exert costly self-control depending on the
value of leisure. In contrast, when the cost of self-control is suffi-
cientlyhigh, thePlannermayprefertocommit throughthesingle-
ton menu. While such a choice relinquishes flexibility, it obviates
costly self-control because the Doer no longer needs to be nudged
to complete the task. The Planner prefers flexibility to full
commitment if θ∗ is at least (1− b)2

2b− 1 .
When the Planner is uncertain about the cost of self-control,

hemayusetoomuchortoolittleself-control toinfluencetheDoer.
Employing too little self-control leads the agent to not complete
the task, although the costs of self-control are still borne. In con-
trast, too much self-control guarantees that the task is completed
but at unnecessary expense. Over time, the Planner learns about
the efficacy of self-control basedon experience. As before, it is pos-
sible to assess eventual beliefs and choices by studying the full
information model rather than the more intricate model that em-
beds uncertainty about the Doer’s type.

Before applying the tools developedfor Model 1 in Section III,
let me highlight two differences between costly self-control and
nudges. In Section III, a nudge is costly if it induces the Doer to
choosea = 1 toooftenbut otherwiseis intrinsicallycostless. Incon-
trast, the self-control studied in this section is intrinsically costly.
Although this distinction is of conceptual importance, it does not
create any difficulty in applying the earlier results. The challenge
arises from the distinction in timing. In the earlier analyses, the
Planner’s choice of nudges and menus is made before the reso-
lution of uncertainty; as such, if the Planner partially commits,
his commitment choice induces a nontrivial distribution of be-
havior that varies by type. In contrast, in the setting here, the
Planner’s choice to exert costly self-control is made after uncer-
tainty about the state is resolved. Thus, if the Planner chooses
to exert costly self-control of magnitude Γ whenever the value of
leisure is less than some level s and this is successful for types
θ and θ′ of the Doer, the Planner cannot distinguish these types
by behavior even though he is partially committing for both. To
generate distinguishability with partial commitment, I assume
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that if the Planner remains flexible and exerts costly self-control,
he observes some signal σ with support in < and whose distri-
bution is increasing in Γ − s

θ
(in terms of first order stochastic

dominance). The interpretation of this signal is that the Planner
obtains partial information about the impact of self-control be-
yond the action choice. With this modification, results analogous
to Theorems 2 and 3 hold.

THEOREM 7. If θ > θ∗, then a fully informed Planner always
chooses a flexible menu and exercises self-control. Thus, no
type is fully committed, and FCD is satisfied. Learning is
globally adequate for all priors and discount factors. In con-
trast, if θ < θ∗, then the Planner chooses the menu {1} for
sufficiently low types. FCD is violated, and for each δ > 0,
learning may be inadequate for an open set of priors.

V. DISCUSSION

This article offers a simple and tractable nonequilibrium
approachtostudyingtheevolutionofbeliefs, self-control, andcom-
mitment choices as a decision maker learns from experience. I de-
rive a condition that reveals whether such learning inexorably
leads to sophistication. When FCD is satisfied, even a passive
learner eventually makes choices as if he were in the full informa-
tion benchmark. Learning-basedfoundations for sophistication in
these settings, such as a savings environment, can help address
the criticism that it involves an unrealistic level of rationality.22

In contrast, when FCD fails, then an impatient decision maker
may fail to learn adequately and make commitment choices that
are inefficient relativetothefull informationbenchmark. Inthese
cases, policyinterventions that subsidizeexperimentationmayfa-
cilitate greater awareness.

In this article, I have adopted a dual-self approach to un-
derstand learning. By treating a Doer as nonstrategic, dual-self

22. Rubinstein (2005) offers such a criticism:

Sophistication is unrealistic since it suffers from the problems
of subgame perfection. An agent is super-rational in the sense that
he perfectly anticipates his future selves and arrives at equilibrium
between them. Present bias is a realistic phenomenon, but the
combination of the β, δ preferences with naivete or sophistication
assumptions makes the model even more unrealistic than time
consistency models.
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models are analytically simple and generally have unique solu-
tions when a decision maker is sophisticated. From the perspec-
tive of learning, this simplicity permits the investigation of
whethertheuniquesolutionunderpartial awareness converges to
the unique solution under sophistication. In contrast, the quasi-
hyperbolic approach has multiple solutions even after imposing
sophisticationanda Markovianrestrictiononbehavior. This chal-
lenge of multiplicity is exacerbated when beliefs are endogenized
because in the resulting intrapersonal game, uncertainty about
self-control induces a motive for self-signaling. Multiplicity thus
impedes the study of learning in the quasi-hyperbolic approach,
especially in settings such as consumption-savings in which the
entire set of sophisticated solutions has not been characterized.
Since the dual-self framework captures issues of temptation and
commitment with greater parsimony, this approach facilitates a
more direct study of learning.

When learning fails at the limit, I find that it occurs in a
particular direction, namely that individuals underestimate their
self-control. It is important to understand the extent to which
these results can be reconciled with findings in the field. Some
of the evidence on self-awareness comes from individuals’
contractual choices and their subsequent decisionmaking.
DellaVigna and Malmendier (2006) demonstrate that many indi-
viduals choose monthly gym memberships but, given their usage
of the gym, would have paid less per visit had they selected the
pay-per-visit option. Similarly, Shui and Ausubel (2005) find that
individuals accept introductory credit card offers with lower in-
terest rates for a shorter duration rather than a higher interest
rate with a longer duration though they might be better off with
the latter choice. In both cases, behavior is consistent with indi-
viduals being sophisticated about their self-control—valuing the
commitment offered by a monthly membership or a shorter du-
ration period—as well as them overestimating their self-control.
In a model with overlapping generations, it is quite likely that
botheffects arepresent insofaras less experiencedcustomers who
havenot hadopportunities tolearnmayoverestimateself-control.
DellaVigna and Malmendier (2006) argue that delays in cancel-
ing contracts are more consistent with partial naivete. However,
even when a decision maker does not overestimate self-control,
he has an incentive to delay canceling because there is an “op-
tion value” from learning, particularly in this sample that com-
prises first-time customers. This option value increases with the
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decision maker’s patience making it difficult to distinguish
patience from naivete. Moreover, it would be natural to assume
that many such individuals may be learning both about their self-
control andthe costs andbenefits of going toa health club(as also
argued by Fudenberg and Levine 2006).

Indeed, this point raises the tension of assuming that a de-
cision maker is partially sophisticated about his self-control but
somehow fully sophisticated about the payoffs from his choices.
Although this article, like the prior literature, abstracts from this
issue, it is surelyrealisticthat individuals oftenhavetolearnboth
the payoffs of choices and whether their decisions are vulnerable
totemptation. In settings in which feedback about payoffs are de-
layed, we should expect learning to be slow. Although I defer a
fullertreatment of this issue, I illustrateits potential implications
through the following example.

Consider the two-type model from Section II, and suppose
for simplicity that δ = 0. Instead of the distribution of costs be-
ing known by the Planner, suppose that it depends on the real-
ization of a random variable ξ; in particular, let st be distributed
uniformlywithsupport [ξ, 1 + ξ], andsupposethat ξ itself is 0 with
probability 1 − λ0 and

(
θ̄ − θ

)
b with probability λ0. This particu-

lar support is assumedfor simplifying reasons andis unnecessary
fortheanalysis.23 Tounderstandtheimplications of delayedfeed-
back about payoffs transparently, consider a limit model in which
information about past costs does not emerge.24 In this setting, a
complete breakdown of learning occurs because a Planner whoob-
serves the Doer choose a = 1 with frequency θb cannot distinguish
his lack of self-control from a high average cost of taking the ac-
tion. Prior beliefs then determine his choice to remain flexible or
commit (in the long-run limit), and under certain conditions, such
a Planner may perpetually undercommit relative to a full infor-
mation benchmark.

PROPOSITION 3. If μ0 and λ0 are sufficiently high and (θ, 0) is the
realizedstate, thena partiallyawarePlanneralways chooses
flexibility. If, however, a sophisticated Planner knew that
ξ = 0 or that θ = θ, then almost-surely, the Planner would
choose to commit.

23. It suffices if ξ is drawn from a continuum with values in its support that
are

(
θ̄ − θ

)
b apart.

24. This stark setting is similar to cases studied by Dekel, Fudenberg, and
Levine(2004) inwhichpayoffs arenot observedandtotheidentificationchallenges
that arise in Acemoglu, Chernozhukov, and Yildiz (2009).
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Theassumptionthat a Plannerneverobserves anyexpost in-
formation about payoffs is critical andinstructive: when the Plan-
ner obtains informative signals about payoffs, this sequence of
signals identifies ξ in the long-run limit, eliminating the possi-
bility for undercommitment. As such, if feedback is delayed but
eventually forthcoming, one should expect undercommitment to
persist for some length of time but to not be perpetual. More gen-
erally, if the benefits andcosts of an action are uncertain andtake
time to be realized and a decision maker has limited experience
with the setting, learning should not be expected to be fast.

Finally, it is worth highlighting that the nature of long-run
beliefs does not imply that a decision maker should never
undercommit. Commitment often has costs apart from monetary
ones or its loss of flexibility; in many contexts, such as addiction,
the choice to commit is observable, and so a decision maker who
recognizes his imperfect self-control may nevertheless choose not
to commit to hide it from others. Moreover, to the extent that
commitment requires self-control (Noor 2007), even a fully so-
phisticated decision maker may not commit. Allowing for these
considerations can explain why individuals might not commit to
the extent that our models (which omit these features) predict,
even when individuals learn about their temptations over time.

In spite of all the potential reasons for people not to com-
mit, many recent studies highlight the demand for commitment
that individuals exhibit.25 Such demand for commitment is con-
sistent with both sophistication and the failure of learning that
can emerge in tradeoffs between commitment and flexibility.
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